Type 1 diabetes (T1D) patients show abnormalities in early B cell tolerance checkpoints, resulting in the accumulation of large numbers of autoreactive B cells in their blood. Treatment with rituximab, an anti-CD20 mAb that depletes B cells, has been shown to preserve b cell function in T1D patients and improve other autoimmune diseases, including rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis. However, it remains largely unknown how anti-B cell therapy thwarts autoimmunity in these pathologies. Here, we analyzed the reactivity of Abs expressed by single, mature naive B cells from 4 patients with T1D before and 52 weeks after treatment to determine whether rituximab resets early B cell tolerance checkpoints. We found that anti-B cell therapy did not alter the frequencies of autoreactive and polyreactive B cells, which remained elevated in the blood of all patients after rituximab treatment. Moreover, the limited proliferative history of autoreactive B cells after treatment revealed that these clones were newly generated B cells and not self-reactive B cells that had escaped depletion and repopulated the periphery through homeostatic expansion. We conclude that anti-B cell therapy may provide a temporary dampening of autoimmune processes through B cell depletion. However, repletion with autoreactive B cells may explain the relapse that occurs in many autoimmune patients after anti-B cell therapy.
Introduction
Autoantibody production is a characteristic of most autoimmune diseases including type 1 diabetes (T1D), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). The contribution of autoantibodies to T1D remains elusive, but an involvement of B cells in disease development was initially evidenced in nonobese diabetic (NOD) mice backcrossed with Igμ-null animals that lacked B cells and did not develop significant insulitis. Treatment of hyperglycemic NOD mice with an anti-B cell Ab reversed diabetes, demonstrating a role for B cells in the development of the disease in mice (1, 2) . Further analyses revealed the autoantigen-presenting cell function of B cells in T1D; B cell receptor (BCR) recognition of T1D self-antigens allows B cells to present them through MHC class II molecules to T cells that they also activate via CD80/CD86-CD28 interactions (3) .
In humans, we previously reported that T1D patients display defective central and peripheral B cell tolerance checkpoints that result in the accumulation in their blood of self-reactive, mature naive B cells (4) . Increased numbers of circulating autoreactive mature naive B cells that may contain clones recognizing disease-specific autoantigens may therefore increase the probability of initiating T1D and contribute to disease pathogenesis. In line with this hypothesis, out of all the X-linked agammaglobulinemia patients who display severely decreased numbers of B cells due to BTK mutations, only one has been reported with T1D, suggesting a role for B cells in T1D pathogenesis (5, 6) .
Anti-B cell therapy with anti-CD20 mAb (rituximab) that depletes B cells was shown to reduce the decline in C-peptide secretion in the year following diagnosis of T1D and to reduce requirements for exogenous insulin and lower glycosylated hemoglobin levels (7). However, rituximab efficiency in T1D was not sustained and lost significance 2 years after anti-B cell therapy (8) . Nonetheless, rituximab has shown efficacy in several other autoimmune diseases (9, 10) . The mechanism of rituximab treatment in autoimmunity remains poorly understood. Here, we investigated whether rituximab-mediated anti-B cell therapy modifies the frequencies of autoreactive B cells in T1D.
Results and Discussion
The impact of anti-CD20 rituximab therapy on T and B cell populations was assessed in the blood of newly diagnosed T1D patients selected from a subset of subjects enrolled in the ancillary TrialNet TN-02 study. Participants with new-onset T1D were randomized to receive placebo or rituximab (total n = 87). Drug treatment showed efficacy with regard to the primary endpoint, which was a significant reduction in the decline in the C-peptide AUC response to a mixed meal 1 year after receiving 4 weekly infusions of rituximab (7) . We performed flow cytometry to analyze T and B cell subsets before treatment and 13, 26, and 52 weeks after treatment in 19 subjects who were selected by the coordinating center and who showed changes in B cell populations and metabolic responses that were similar to those reported in the original trial ( Figure 1A and Table 1 shown to preserve β cell function in T1D patients and improve other autoimmune diseases, including rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis. However, it remains largely unknown how anti-B cell therapy thwarts autoimmunity in these pathologies. Here, we analyzed the reactivity of Abs expressed by single, mature naive B cells from 4 patients with T1D before and 52 weeks after treatment to determine whether rituximab resets early B cell tolerance checkpoints. We found that anti-B cell therapy did not alter the frequencies of autoreactive and polyreactive B cells, which remained elevated in the blood of all patients after rituximab treatment. Moreover, the limited proliferative history of autoreactive B cells after treatment revealed that these clones were newly generated B cells and not self-reactive B cells that had escaped depletion and repopulated the periphery through homeostatic expansion. We conclude that anti-B cell therapy may provide a temporary dampening of autoimmune processes through B cell depletion. However, repletion with autoreactive B cells may explain the relapse that occurs in many autoimmune patients after anti-B cell therapy. + isotype-switched memory B cells all had significant decreases in population sizes after treatment, suggesting B cell repletion by newly generated B cells ( Figure 1B ). We conclude that rituximab treatment caused B cell depletion, followed by a predominance of naive B cells during the repletion period, 1 year after therapy.
To determine whether anti-B cell therapy restores defective early B cell tolerance checkpoints in T1D, we analyzed the reactivity of Abs expressed by single, mature naive B cells from 4 T1D patients who were designated by the TrialNet study as "responders" on the basis of C-peptide responses before and 52 weeks after rituximab treatment (ref. 11, Table 1 , Supplemental Figure  1 , and Supplemental Tables 1-9; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI83840DS1). All pretreatment T1D patients had high frequencies of HEp-2-reactive Abs were reemerging 26 weeks after treatment before reaching numbers at 52 weeks that were similar to those seen with pretreatment ( Figure 1A ). As expected, cells not bearing CD20 (total CD3 + T cells and Tregs) and total wbc numbers showed constant population sizes from pretreatment through the post-treatment period, confirming rituximab's CD20-dependent targeted depletion (Figure 1A) . To determine the extent and qualitative changes of B cell depletion induced by anti-B cell therapy and to more specifically characterize the proportion of several B cell subsets, we purified B cells from frozen peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) obtained from 13 T1D patients before and 52 weeks after injection of rituximab ( Figure 1B Figure 3A and ref. 13, 14) . In contrast, mature naive B cells from T1D patients after B cell depletion had undergone less proliferation, with an average of 0.928 divisions compared with 1.872 before treatment ( Figure 3A ). This low proliferative history revealed that most mature naive B cells after rituximab treatment were newly generated rather than clones that may have resisted depletion and undergone extensive homeostatic expansion. We propose that a decreased average number of divisions in mature naive B cells results from the substantial influx during B cell reconstitution after anti-B cell therapy of new emigrant/transitional B cells devoid of a proliferative history. The enhanced proportion after rituximab treatment of new emigrant/transitional B cells expressing Ki67, a marker for clones that have recently proliferated, likely at the pre-B cell stage, suggests a rapid transit of immature B cells in the BM and fast emigration to the periphery ( Figure 3B ). The increase in Ki67 + clones in mature naive B cells from T1D patients after rituximab treatment may reflect an increased homeostatic expansion occurring in this newly reconstituted peripheral compartment ( Figure 3B ). We conclude that B cells from T1D patients following rituximab treatment mostly contain newly generated clones with an unchanged frequency of autoreactive Abs compared with that seen before treatment.
We report herein that the accumulation of autoreactive clones in the mature naive B cell compartment of T1D patients that ranged from 35.0% to 50.0% of the clones compared with an average of 20.1% in healthy donors (Figure 2, A and B) . These elevated frequencies of HEp-2-reactive, mature naive B cells were similar to those previously determined in 8 T1D patients, further attesting to the notion that defective early B cell tolerance checkpoints are characteristic of this autoimmune disease ( Figure 2B and ref. 4). Of note, 2 of the 4 patients carry the T1858 PTPN22 risk allele that results in naive B cell selection defects (4). Mature naive B cells 52 weeks after treatment expressed a high proportion of HEp-2-reactive Abs (29.6%-50.0%) that was similar to the levels observed pretreatment and was also statistically significantly elevated compared with the proportion detected in healthy donors (P < 0.001) (Figure 2, A and B) . Defective early B cell tolerance checkpoints in T1D after rituximab treatment were also illustrated by the elevated frequencies of polyreactive clones (18.5%-26.1%) in mature naive B cells that were similar to pretreatment values (14.3%-38.5%) and contained some antinuclear clones ( Figure 2C , P < 0.001, Figure 2D , and Supplemental Figure 2 ). Elevated frequencies of autoreactive B cells after rituximab did not result from increased serum concentrations in B cell-activating factor (BAFF), a critical B cell survival factor that controls peripheral B cell numbers (Supplemental Figure 3 and ref. 12) . Hence, rituximab does not reduce the elevated numbers of circulating autoreactive B cells present in the blood of T1D patients.
To determine whether mature naive B cells after rituximab treatment were newly generated B cells or clones that had resisted anti-B cell therapy, we determined the B cell proliferative history by measuring κ-deleting recombination excision circles (KRECs) (13) . The frequency of KRECs among new emi- Hence, anti-B cell therapy in T1D, RA, and SLE patients may only temporary slow down autoimmune processes in the absence of B cells before newly generated autoreactive B cells can reinitiate or reactivate disease pathogenesis.
Methods
Patients. Samples from T1D patients before and after rituximab treatment were obtained from the TrialNet study, and the studies described herein were ancillary to the primary clinical trial. All 19 T1D patients analyzed were characterized as "responders" in the rituximab study and were randomly selected by the TrialNet study among the 32 subjects who showed a significant reduction in the decline in the C-peptide AUC response to a mixed meal 1 year after receiving 4 weekly infusions of rituximab. Healthy donors analyzed for Ab reactivity were previously reported (17) . Additional untreated patients with T1D as well as age-matched healthy donors were recruited for the assessment of B cell phenotype and proliferation history. 
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mature naive B cells from patients were sorted on a FACSAria flow cytometer (BD) into 96-well PCR plates, and Ab reactivity was tested as previously described (4, (14) (15) (16) . Serum BAFF concentrations were determined by ELISA according to the manufacturer's instructions (R&D Systems).
is not corrected by anti-B cell therapy. Defects in early B cell tolerance checkpoints are a common feature in many autoimmune diseases such as T1D, RA, SLE, and multiple sclerosis (MS) and result in large numbers of circulating autoreactive B cells in the blood of these patients (4, (14) (15) (16) . Early B cell tolerance checkpoints include a central B cell selection step in the BM that is largely dependent on sensing direct binding of self-antigens through BCR and potentially TLRs, whereas the peripheral B cell tolerance checkpoint appears to require functional Tregs to prevent the accumulation of autoreactive mature naive B cells (17, 18) . Central B cell tolerance is consistently impaired in T1D and RA patients and generates many self-reactive new emigrant/transitional B cells, suggesting that gene variants such as the T1858 PTPN22 risk allele associated with these autoimmune diseases affect BCR and TLR function in the regulation of this checkpoint (4, 17, 19, 20) . In contrast, most MS patients only have a specific defective peripheral B cell tolerance checkpoint that is likely associated with dysregulated Treg function in these patients (14) . Hence, anti-B cell therapy in MS may result in more sustained remission, because newly generated B cells exiting the BM will be properly counterselected in most patients (10) . In contrast, rituximab may not prevent the reappearance of autoreactive B cells in patients with broken central B cell tolerance, as seen in T1D, RA, and SLE, leading to relapse in patients. Flow cytometry. The following Abs were used for flow cytometric stainings: anti-IgM-FITC (clone G20-127) and anti-CD21-APC (clone B-ly4) from BD Biosciences; anti-CD19-APC-Cy7 (clone HIB19), anti-CD27-PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone O323), anti-CD10-PE-Cy7 (clone HI10a), and anti-Ki67-PE (clone Ki67) from BioLegend.
KREC assay. The ratio of KRECs to Jκ-Cκ recombination genomic joints (coding joints) was determined as previously described (13) . The number of cell divisions was calculated by subtracting the cycle threshold of the PCR detecting the coding joint from that of the PCR detecting the signal joint.
Statistics. Differences between patients and healthy donors were analyzed for statistical significance with a 2-tailed unpaired Student's t test, whereas comparisons of T1D patients before and 52 weeks after rituximab treatment were assessed using 2-tailed paired Student's t tests. P values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Study approval. All aspects of the study were approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Human Investigation Committee and the participating TrialNet study investigation centers. A com- 
